IN THE BOX*

glossy thick
black magnetic shim
glossy thin
black-blue magnetic shim

matte thick
black embossing mat
matte thin
blue embossing mat

GETTING STARTED
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Press the power button to turn on; the power button
will light up.
Guide the correct platform combination into the front
of the machine. There may be a click sound to indicate
the sensors have been activated.
Feed the platforms into the opening until the machine
automatically activates and the platform combination
feeds through on its own.
The machine will stop automatically when it reaches the
end of the platform combination.
Remove the platforms once the motor stops running.
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USING CRAFTWELL™ EMBOSSING FOLDERS

TIPS:

Different brands of embossing folders may require
different platform combinations (see page 8).
For greater pressure, insert the thin rubber embossing mat
or magnetic shim between Platform A and Platform D.
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Position the cutting die, blade side up, smooth side
sitting on one Platform A.
Position the material over the cutting die then place
all on top Platforms B & D. Place the second Platform A
on top of the rest of the platforms. It should be directly
above the material.
Keeping the platform combination straight, guide
them into the Cut’n’Boss with a steady forward motion.
Release the platform when the rollers begin pulling the
platforms into the machine. A cracking sound is normal.
Remove the platforms once the motor stops running.
The top Platform A may have an impression, this is normal.
TIP:

Place the thin magnetic shim under the cutting die,
on top of Platform A if more pressure is needed.
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USING THIN METAL CUTTING DIES

Thick Magnetic Shim

Position the cutting die, blade side up, smooth side
sitting on the thick magnetic shim & one Platform A.
Position the material over the cutting die then place
all on top Platforms B & D. Place the second Platform A
on top of the rest of the platforms. It should be directly
above the material.
Keeping the platform combination straight, guide
them into the Cut’n’Boss with a steady forward motion.
Release the platform when the rollers begin pulling the
platforms into the machine. A cracking sound is normal.
Remove the platforms once the motor stops running.
The top Platform A may have an impression, this is normal.
TIP:

Place cutting dies on the platforms so that it will feed
the “long way,” or vertically, to evenly distribute pressure.
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CUTTING & EMBOSSING WITH THIN DIES
When cutting & embossing with the same thin metal die,
only use thick cardstock with the following combinations:

Thin Metal Cutting Die

Remove the magnetic shim from the combination shown above.
Carefully place the thick rubber embossing mat on top of the partially
cut material & feed through the machine for a second time.

Thin Metal Cutting Die
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OTHER EMBOSSING FOLDER BRANDS

Folder +
Material

Anna Griffin
Mix & Match
Embossing Folder

Platform B
Platform D

Platform A
Diffuser +
Folder +
Material

Tim Holtz
Embossing Diffusers

Thin Rubber
Embossing Mat
Platform D

Platform A
Folder +
Material

Spellbinders
M-Bossabilities
3D Folders

Platform B
Thick Rubber
Embossing Mat
Platform D

TIP:

Check our website for all the different brand combinations:
craftwellusa.com/content/cutnboss-platform-combinations
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OTHER CUTTING DIE BRANDS
Sizzix Originals
& Sizzix Bigz
Cutting Dies

Platform A
Material

Tim Holtz Alterations
Cutting Dies

Cutting Die
Platform A

best for fabric, leather,
thin metal, plastics, cork, etc

Platform A
Material

Accuquilt GO!
Cutting Dies

Cutting Die
Platform B
Platform A

best for fabric, leather,
thin metal, plastics, cork, etc

Spellbinders Dies
Thinlits Cutting Dies
Tonic Cutting Dies

(see page 6 for instructions)

Die’sire
Create-A-Card
Cutting Dies

(see page 7 for instructions)

TIP:

Never place Platform B or any of the shims or mats
as the very top or bottom of the platform combination.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

CAUTION
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LIMITED WARRANTY
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CW-MAN-LE1

